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When you are global, we can take you local



In today’s consumer environment, accessing communities from within, 
submerging in the heart of their everyday living, becoming one with 
the community itself factors the reaching out to a vast number of customers. 
With our complete range of immersive business solutions -  food carts, 
food bikes, mobile billboards and electric utility bikes -  we serve companies whose 
business approach is the return to the individual, companies who aim at 
delivering their products and services in a direct, warm and emphatic fashion. 

Driven by a powerful endeavour for innov rce dedication to 
engineer clever gear, we stand out by advancing mobility solutions that are orderly 
devised and precisely assembled to match our client’s needs; that are energy 

ronment friendly and sustainable. 

Bizz On Wheels was proudly founded in 2010 presenting to its customers AdBicy, a 
mobile billboard designed for outdoor advertising. Since then, as the company 
expanded, a large array of mobility solutions were introduced and we are now 
producing a variety of bicycle driven carts for general vending, 
food – including hot dog and barbeque & grilling carts, coffee, ice cream and many 
more. We have also introduced food delivery bikes and utility electric bikes. 
The bicycle, this two century old and forever modern vehicle, is in our 
company’s DNA and we constantly work to create and produce impressive bicycle
inspired products. 
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Designed to Delight

Stylish, practical and easy to operate, the 
Pozzetti Gelato Cart perfectly combines the 
Italian flair with modern technology for a 
flawless and long-lasting performance. Ideal 
for artisanal gelateries, hotels, restaurants, 
coffee shops and outdoor venues.

Ready to Use

Fully equipped, the Gelato Cart comes with a 
six tub drop-in Pozzetti gelato counter system 
with ventilated refrigeration, a sink kit and an 
energy independent power kit. Additionally, the 
cart can be supplied with a glycol cooling 
system.

Pozzetti Gelato Cart
PROD.NO. BW-01B

Energy Independent

The cart’s solar panel and electrical system 
provides autonomy of up to 16 hours per day.

Fully Customizable

Personalize your Pozzetti Cart with your own 
branding and accessories such as cup 
dispenser, countertop LED lights etc.

Mobile & Versatile

There are two traction methods available: push 
cart and bike towing. The cart is suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use. 
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Designed for Performance

Outfitted with all the right gear, this ingeniously 
sized café on wheels is designed to cater to 
over 500 customers a day, flawlessly perform-
ing even in three uninterrupted shifts. Excellent 
for HoReCa businesses, trade shows, private 
functions and community events.

Ready to Use

Fully equipped, the Premium Coffee Cart 
comes with a Fracino dual fuel coffee machine, 
a Baratza coffee grinder, a sink kit and folding 
countertop extensions.

Premium Coffee Cart
PROD.NO. BW-02B

Energy Efficient

For an extra boost of energy, the cart is 
equipped with a solar panel and an electrical 
system kit.

Fully Customizable

Personalize your Premium Coffee Cart with 
your own branding and accessories such as 
cup dispenser, fridge, countertop LED lights 
etc.

Mobile & Versatile

There are two traction methods available: push 
cart and bike towing. The cart is suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use. 
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Designed for Versatility

Practical and versatile, the Basic Coffee Cart
offers all the amenities of a coffee shop on
wheels. Intended to leave plenty of room for a 
custom approach in terms of equipment, the 
cart comes without appliances. It is ideal for 
starting entrepreneurs and businesses of all 
sizes. 

Fully Customizable

Personalize your Basic Coffee Cart with your 
own branding and accessories such as coffee 
brewing equipment, fridge, folding countertop 
extensions, countertop LED lights, solar panel 
and electrical system kit, GPS, etc.

Basic Coffee Cart 
PROD.NO. BW-03B

Mobile & Versatile

There are two traction methods available: push 
cart and bike towing. The cart is suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use. 
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Designed to Fulfil

Combining perfect form with dynamic function, 
the Barbecue & Grill cart has all the key 
features to deliver authentic BBQ dinners on 
wheels. Ideal for catering companies, outdoor 
venues, as well as for small businesses and 
starting entrepreneurs.

Ready to Use

Fully equipped, the Barbecue & Grill Cart comes 
with a gas grill & griddle, countertop-embedded 
stainless steel food pans and a sink kit.

Barbecue & Grill Cart
PROD.NO. BW-04B

Fully Customizable

Personalize your Barbecue & Grill Cart with 
your own branding and accessories such as 
commercial gas fryer, cold food pans, fridge, 
folding countertop extensions, countertop LED 
lights, solar panel and electrical system kit, 
GPS, etc.

Mobile & Versatile

There are two traction methods available: push 
cart and bike towing. The cart is suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use. 
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Designed to Satisfy 

Generous in features yet compact and easy to 
use, the Hot Dog Cart is designed with maxi-
mum efficiency and durability in mind. Perfect 
for outdoor venues, catering companies as well 
as small businesses and starting entrepre-
neurs.

Ready to Use

Fully equipped, the Hot Dog Cart comes with a 
hot dog cooking system and warm storage 
container, countertop-embedded stainless 
steel food pans and a sink kit.

Hot Dog Cart
PROD.NO. BW-05B

Fully Customizable

Personalize your Hot Dog Cart with your own  
branding and accessories such as cold food 
pans, fridge, folding countertop extensions, 
countertop LED lights, solar panel and electri-
cal system kit, GPS, etc.

Mobile & Versatile

There are two traction methods available: push 
cart and bike towing. The cart is suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use. 
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Designed to Indulge

Harmoniously combining the best technology
with smart design, this mini-crêperie on wheels
makes the ideal instrument to indulge custom-
ers  anytime, anyplace. Perfect for crêperies,
HoReCa businesses, outdoor venues as well as
starting entrepreneurs.   

Ready to Use

Fully equipped, the Crêpe Cart comes with a 
Krampouz double gas crêpe maker, folding 
countertop extensions with embedded stain-
less steel food pans and a sink kit.

Crêpe Cart
PROD.NO. BW-06B

Fully Customizable

Personalize your Crêpe Cart with your own 
branding and accessories such as fridge, cold 
storage boxes, countertop LED lights, solar 
panel and electrical system kit, GPS, etc.

Mobile & Versatile

There are two traction methods available: push 
cart and bike towing. The cart is suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use.  
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Designed to Indulge

Versatile and efficient, the Ice Cream Cart  is 
an off-the-shelf solution for selling ready-made 
ice cream or for promoting a newly launched 
ice cream flavour. Perfect for businesses of all 
sizes, from starting entrepreneurs to well-es-
tablished ice cream brands.

Ready to Use

Fully equipped, the Ice Cream Cart comes with 
a 98L 12V DC fridge, a sink kit and an energy 
independent power kit.

Ice Cream Cart
PROD.NO. BW-07W

Energy Independent

The cart’s solar panel and electrical system 
provides autonomy of up to 16 hours per day.

Fully Customizable

Personalize your Ice Cream Cart with your own 
branding and accessories such as folding 
countertop extensions, countertop LED lights, 
GPS, etc.

Mobile & Versatile

There are two traction methods available: push 
cart and bike towing. The cart is suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use. 
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Designed to Refresh

Elegant and multifunctional, the Beverage Cart 
is a mobile bar designed to deliver the 
cool factor to any location. Whether it serves 
wine or lemonade - or, really, anything in 
between - the cart is perfect for outdoor 
venues, HoReCa businesses, private functions 
and large events, as well as small businesses 
and starting entrepreneurs.

Ready to Use

Fully equipped, the Beverage Cart comes with a 
stainless steel beverage dispenser with two 
taps, countertop-embedded stainless steel 
food pans and a sink kit. 

Beverage Cart
PROD.NO. BW-08B

Fully Customizable

Personalize your Beverage Cart with your own  
branding and accessories such as fridge, cup 
dispenser, folding countertop extensions, 
countertop LED lights, solar panel and electri-
cal system kit, GPS, etc.

Mobile & Versatile

There are two traction methods available: push 
cart and bike towing. The cart is suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use. 
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Designed to Adapt

With a clean and functional design that works 
in any background, the Basic Vending Cart is a 
multipurpose shop on wheels built specifically 
to adapt. Perfect for businesses of all sizes, it 
can be used either as a mobile shop or as a 
promotional stand in marketing campaigns.

Basic Vending Cart
PROD.NO. BW-09B

Fully Customizable

Personalize your Basic Cart with your own  
branding and accessories such polished wood 
countertop, folding countertop extensions, sink 
kit, fridge, countertop LED lights, solar panel 
and electrical system kit, GPS, etc.

Mobile & Versatile

There are two traction methods available: push 
cart and bike towing. The cart is suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use. 
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The Coffee Stand 

Small-scaled and sharply executed, the Coffee 
Stand was designed to serve as an indoor 
coffee corner and for coffee sampling at 
events. It comes originally with a sink kit and a 
knock-box and can be equipped, on demand, 
with professional coffee brewing equipment.

Designed to be Designed 

From small to large, we developed a complete 
range of Food & Beverage Stands ready to 
accommodate to our customers requirements. 
Created to respond to a variety of needs, the 
stands retain all our Food Carts’ versatility and 
efficiency. Two of our most popular models 
are:

Food & Beverage Stands
PROD.NO. BW-10B

The Beer Stand 

With plenty of workspace and a generous 
storage capacity, the Beer Stand is a 
six-wheeled version of a local beer & ale pub. 
Easy to set-up, the stand transforms any space 
– be it a park or a private venue – into an 
authentic beer garden.

It comes with a skink kit and can be equipped, 
on demand, with electric or solar-powered beer 
dispensing equipment, solar panel and electri-
cal system kit, cash drawer, countertop LED 
lights, etc.

All our Food Stands can be personalized with 
your own branding and decals.

ON WHEELS
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Designed for Efficiency

Our Food Delivery E-Bike is designed to speed 
up delivery times while cutting down costs. 
Eco-friendly from factory to road, resilient and 
fast, the bike provides the lowest cost per 
delivery compared to other vehicles while 
having minimal maintenance expenses.
Perfect for restaurants, pizzerias and pizza 
chains, independent couriers and food delivery 
companies with in-house delivery fleets.

Great for the City

Easy to ride, steer and park, the Electric Deliv-
ery Bike glides effortlessly through traffic jams 
and narrow lanes, being able to deliver in areas 
where car access is limited.

Food Delivery E-Bike
PROD.NO. BW-11W

Ready to Go

Built with grade A materials and top quality 
components, the bike comes outfitted with a 
perfectly sized back rack for insulated boxes 
and delivery backpacks. Its 250W motor with 5 
levels of assist and its 16Ah battery allows it to 
reach speeds of up to 25 kilometres per hour 
and have a range of over 50 kilometres per 
charge.

Versatile & Customizable

To maximize delivery space, the Electric 
Delivery Bike can be equipped, on demand, 
with a front rack and with specially designed 
cases for delivery boxes. The bike can also be 
personalized with custom colors and branding.
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One Mobile Billboard, Up to 
NINE Different Configurations

Thanks to its clever modular design, AdBicy L 
is the only mobile billboard that offers five 
different configurations and three format 
options - portrait, landscape, and square.
The specially designed extension kit provides 
AdBicy with four extra configurations, bringing 
the total up to nine different layouts: three 
portraits, four landscapes and two squares.

Engineered to Perfection

AdBicy L is built to be efficient, practical and 
durable. Its modular frame is made of pow-
der-coated aluminum with hardox steel joints, 
and can be connected to and towed by any 
bicycle thanks to our patent-pending universal 
saddle hitch system.

AdBicy Mobile Bilboards
AdBicy L
PROD.NO. BW-12B

Optional Features

Extension kit. Weight kit. People Stopper. Extra 
wheel covers. Promo-walker handlebars.

Standard format dimensions: 

1210 x 1780 mm 
(banner size: 1200 x 1770 mm)
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One Mobile Billboard, Up to 
SEVEN Different Configurations

AdBicy M is a medium-size mobile billboard 
created for budget-conscious advertisers. 
It can be assembled in three basic
different configurations, while the specially 
designed extension kit offers four more 
configurations, bringing the total up to seven 
options.
AdBicy M weighs only 19 kilograms and can be 
connected to any bicycle with our proprietary 
saddle hitch system.

Optional Features

Extension kit. Weight kit. People Stopper. 
Extra wheel covers.

AdBicy Mobile Bilboards
AdBicy M
PROD.NO. BW-13B

Standard format dimensions: 

1080 mm x 1570 mm 
(banner size: 1010 mm x 1500 mm)
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Compact and perfectly balanced, AdBicy S is 
the one wheel, one size version of AdBicy L and 
AdBicy M. Its small and lightweight frame 
allows it to travel with ease through narrow 
lanes and crowded areas, while its very 
affordable price makes it perfect for 
advertising on the budget. It weighs only 
15 kilograms and can be connected to any 
bicycle with our proprietary saddle hitch 
system.

Standard format dimensions: 

620 mm x 1000 mm 
(banner size: 610 mm x 990 mm)

AdBicy Mobile Bilboards
AdBicy S
PROD.NO. BW-14B
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N O T E S



www.bizzonwheels.com
office@bizzonwheels.com

+40 775 649 067


